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Peer data management systems (PDMS) has made available to almost all computer users to have a basic physical capability of sharing data. Meanwhile, problem of data sharing from multiple locations has raised significant attention since the actual data is stored in users’ data sources at peers' location [KP05]. Usually, a logical virtual mediated schema is used to create data views that describe contents of the data sources. View is a stored query, which is formulated over data sources schemas in order to get access to the actual data sources. Thus, any user query is formulated over this view.

There are several well-known approaches to create view for data integration, i.e Global-As-View (GAV), Local-As-View (LAV), Global-Local-As-View (GLAV) and Both-As-View (BAV) [MP03] [MH03]. These approaches are originally developed for federated database management systems (FDBMS) or mediated systems, it require for extension in order to apply in p2p environment. Meanwhile, Local Relational Model (LRM) [BGK+02] is a data model specifically design for p2p application. LRM directly combined related peers to each other via domain relation. However, it is limited to relational databases shared among peers. On the other hand, LRM is proposed on pure p2p network. In contrast, this research intended to be applied on super-peer network in order to provide better scalability than pure p2p network. For now, PDMS such as SWAP [ETB+03], Bibster [HBM+04], Edutella [NWQ+02], Piazza [TIM+03] and AutoMed [BK1+04], Piazza and AutoMed have highlight the use of view in PDMS. The GLAV and composition mapping is initiate in Piazza project to optimize query processing by pre-compose the common cases of mapping. However, they are lacking on deciding which path to pre-compose and ensure the optimizer uses the composition appropriately in order to provide a good optimization plan that essential to optimize the query processing.

Then, AutoMed has brought-in the BAV approach to construct single shared view among peers in super-peer node. However, having single views is not flexible to support difference peers' need. Different peers have different reason for sharing data, and the same peer might
want to integrate the same distributed information in various ways to suit different roles and tasks. Therefore, multiple data views is required to full different peers' need. Numbers of significant reasons identified for constructing multiple data views in p2p environment are

1. Applicable approach to identify relevant sources of required information in a very limited source of knowledge

2. Convey semantic meaning of information. View has been constructed based on users' need. This will lead to the integration of required information only and

3. Reduce burden of query processing. View may direct for local query processing, where source of each required information is identified before sub-query being posted to other peers.

In order to full the ambitious aim, several requirements has been identified as follows:

1. Information searching technique to avoid network flooding

2. Semantic mapping approach to map the peers' advertisement to index and query to local peers' schema

3. Extracting knowledge strategy to identify location of required data and

4. Knowledge-based mechanism to handle semantic mapping and constructing multiple different data views [MAMY06].

Research on multiple data views that has been done concerned on materialize views developed in FDBMS [AMGF05]. However, the FDBMS environment is dissimilar to p2p settings, where view in p2p should be constructed in the absence of central or global knowledge.
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